New Dispenser
At Microcopy, we are always striving to make dentistry
easier. The new box design dispenses Bite-Chek without
risking contamination to the rest of the box during the
procedure. This new dispenser makes it easy to retrieve
a Bite-Chek, and prevents contamination to the patient.
■

Box will dispense small
quantities for ease of use.

■

Store at room temperature.

■

Single-patient-use.

Get a Handle on Articulation®
“Easy grip” handle eliminates forceps.
Check the bite at every chair with a
Bite-Chek on every tray.

*
Part Number

Quantity

Film

BC-Black

100 per pack
Black/Black
		Double-Sided
		
19 microns

Part Number

Quantity

BC-Red/Black

100 per pack
			
			

Film
Red/Black
Double-Sided
19 microns

“

Bite-Chek is a wonderful new
product which has simplified
articulation immensely.

The same people who make Bite-Chek,
also bring you NeoDiamond, NeoBurr,
and NeoDrys.

R. King DDS, Grayslake, IL

”

*NEW

RED/BLACK FILM
#1 Single-Patient-Use
Diamond

New Definition of
Strength

BITECHEK.COM

Ultimate Parotid
Saliva Control

Microcopy
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New Color!

Double-Sided
Red/Black Film

Family History

Always Ready

Our Articulation Film Advantage

For many dental visits the first stop is with the hygienist. During this
cleaning there may be sealants, complaints about tooth pain, or an
implant may need to be checked for contact pressure. These may
require the hygienist or doctor to check the occlusion. Keeping forceps
by the chair many times is impractical, so the hygienist must leave to
retrieve them, all the while the patient and the doctor are waiting.

Bite-Chek accurately marks the points of contact, minimizing the
possibility of “too high” an occlusion and possible post-operative tooth
sensitivity. Contrary to many thicker paper options on the market today,
our film’s thin profile helps patients close their bite completely,
eliminating mandibular reflexes that can skew the occlusion. The result
is a small mark that makes adjustment accurate. The new Red/Black film
makes it possible to mark both occlusion and excursion. Bite-Chek with
it’s easy-grip handle is the ideal tool for precise occlusal adjustments.

Occlusion is fundamental to dental procedures and maintenance, so
why not make it more efficient? Bite-Chek — the perfect assistant for
checking occlusion.

Flip for Second Color

Hygienist Friendly — keep at all stations
Patented
USD733302 S1

There’s no question –
Microcopy products and
your practice are a winning
combination.

With the patented
easy-grip handle,
Bite-Chek is also used
to mark the full arch
by holding two sideby-side as shown. The
angle can be adjusted
to fit the width of the
arch.

No mess
Cut down on sterilizing forceps and scissors

Microcopy defined
innovation when the first
batch of Insta-Neg® and
Insta-Fix® solutions for rapid
film processing was
bottled back in 1970. Our
company continued that
winning streak with the
introduction of the
market-leading
NeoDiamond® burs.
Follow-through products
included NeoBurr® carbides,
NeoDrys® super absorbents,
Gazelle® and Minnow TM
nanocomposite polishers.
Quality and patient-safety
have been the hallmarks of
Microcopy since we began.

Adjustable
Full Arch

Bite-Chek Articulating Film:
Ready to use easy-grip handle requires no forceps

Thin film marks high points accurately – use on a dry surface.
Stretches without snap back or tearing to prevent false marks.

No curling, handle holds film flat

Marks all surfaces: enamel, metal, non-metal restorations, & plastic.
Made to fit the
curve of the
oral cavity

Handle keeps No risk of biting
gloves clean metal forceps

Thin film makes
accurate marks

Is available in Black/Black and Red/Black film.
Marks both arches at once with its double-sided film.
Red/Black film shows contrast of centric and eccentric contacts.

Instructions

Dry the tooth surface.

Position so film is on the
teeth facing the center of
the mouth.

Check occlusion.

